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FORMULA RED 



CAPONORD 1200 Travel Pack: Grips and Storage 
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TOP BOX WHITE - CM257201  

TOP BOX RED - CM257203  

 

Color matching topbox kit, fits one full face or modular helmet and 

gloves. Comfortable passenger backrest with material matching the 
saddle. Keyed quick release. 

HEATED GRIPS - 2S000044 

 

This kit (heated grips plus connecting cables) allows the rider to choose 

between 3 levels of heat, increasing the comfort and safety during the 

colder periods. Grips have built in insulation to keep the  left grip from 

heating the bar. Uses the pre-installed power pigtail under windscreen / 

heat level button and display on dashboard .  Available July 2014 

 
Heat Level = OFF Heat Level = 1 Heat Level = 2 Heat Level = 3 

 

 

 



CAPONORD 1200 Travel Pack: Storage 
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TANK COVER - 2S000054 

 

Made of nylon and PVC, comes with two vinyl tank protector sheets, 

gives a mounting point for the tank bag. 

 

 

 

TANK BAG - 2S000053 

 

Expandable, with large pockets and a carry handle, fastens onto tank 

cover with quick release clips and an adjustable fastener, includes a 

rain hood. 

TAIL BAG - 2S000050 

 

Tail bag consisting of a bag that fastens onto a nylon base with side 

pockets. The bag has shoulder straps for ease of carry.  Once the 

backpack has been removed, the base can remain fixed to the bike 

without compromising passenger comfort. 



CAPONORD 1200 Travel Pack: Seating 
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SPORTGEL RIDER SEAT - 2S000040 

SPORT GEL PASSENGER SEAT - 2S000041 

SPORTGEL LOWER RIDER SEAT - 2S000042 

 

For those looking for the best driving comfort, we offer rider and 

passenger gel seats.  The rider seat is available in both a stock height 

version and a 20mm lower version.  

 

SPORTGEL LOWER RIDER SEAT seat available July 2014. 



CAPONORD 1200 Travel Pack: Security 
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BIKE COVER - 2S000055 

 

Protect the bike totally against dust, scratches and minor knocks, 

custom made to made to measure with minute attention to details. 

Antistatic, elastic material that can work with the windscreen.  Quick 

release topbox must be removed for cover to fit.  Sidebag or topbox 

removal is recommended. 

BRAKE DISC LOCK DEVICE – 898735 

 

Roadlok has two components, a permanently-mounted bracket that 

stays on the caliper and a small removable pin. The pin locks into the 

holes on the OEM rotors, preventing turning.  The locked wheel allows 

the bike to go onto the center stand but prevents it being taken off the 

center stand.  High security key. 



CAPONORD 1200 Travel Pack: Carbon and Billet 
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CARBON FRONT FENDER- 895394 

 

Same high quality dry carbon fiber used on the RSV4 Factory, this 

direct bolt on replacement saves unspring weight and gives a high 

performance look.  Comes with all the necessary hardware.  Please 

note that two holes must be drilled to mount the ABS wire and the 

brake hose. 

CLUTCH PROTECTOTR – 899813 

 

Made from laser-cut stainless steel, it is supplied with fastener 

hardware.  Also fits Dorsoduro 1200. 



CAPONORD 1200 Travel Pack: Billet 
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LEFT BLACK ANODIZED REARVIEW MIRROR - 890471 

RIGHT BLACK ANODIZED REARVIEW MIRROR – 890272 

 

CNC and black anodized aluminum mirrors.  Adjustable tension on 

mirror.  Ball and socket design allows almost infinite fine adjustment. 

FENDER ELIMINATOR – 895323 

 

With an eye-catching design, this laser-cut steel accessory has an 

adjustable angle. Reuses the original plate light. 

Includes mounting for original reflector. For track use only.  Fits EU 

sized plates, lower tabs must be moved for USA plates which mount 

using only the top mounts. 

 



CAPONORD 1200 Travel Pack: Exhaust and Alarm 
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ARROW SLIP ON SILENCER- 2S000043 

 

Titanium slip-on silencer with carbon end-cap. Sporty looks, spine-

tingling sound, maximum performance on the road. Euro3 

compliant. Does not replace the OEM catalytic converter in the 

headers.  Does not require a remap. 

ELECTRONIC ALARM - 2S000081 

 

An electronic alarm that can be easily installed on the vehicle through 

a preinstalled pigtail on main wire harness. The electronic anti-theft 

alarm system is a compact radio-controlled and latest generation of 

alarm technology. Among its features: engine block sensor integrated 

navigation, and a high level of protection. 



CAPONORD 1200 Travel Pack: Information 
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APRILIA MULTIMEDIA PLATFORM ECU - 2S000088 

APRILIA MULTIMEDIA PLATFORM INSTALL KIT - 2S000049 

 

Connected the Caponord 1200 via bluetooth to an iphone, 

transforming it into a true and proper on board computer. 

Customizable in graphics and content, such as rpm, power reserve, 

fuel use, lean angle, max lean angle, coolant temp, etc.  

 

In order to mount the iPhone the customer will need to buy: 

2S000088 ECU + 2S000049 install kit + your choice of smartphone 

holder.  We recommend the RAM RAM-B-367U  ball (use the shortest 

bolt) + RAM-B-201U-A  (short arm to place phone at center of bars) + 

RAM-HOL-UN7BU  (x-grip mount for iphones with cases) or the 

Evotek 4Lock support. 



CAPONORD 1200 Travel Pack: Windscreen 
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BIG WIND SCREEN KIT - 2S000065.  

 

This windshield has been designed to offer maximum protection 

from the elements without losing the focus on design.   

It has been approved according to the standards TUV and DOT and 

tested on road in every condition by Aprilia test riders.  Available Q3 

2014.  Pictures available soon. 




